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Are you ready to elevate your leadership skills to the next level? Join us for an immersive one-day workshop 
designed to transform managers into inspiring coaches. In today's dynamic business landscape, coaching has 
emerged as the cornerstone of effective leadership. Don't miss this opportunity to unlock your full potential and 
empower your team to greatness!

Program Overview

Who Should Attend this Workshop:
Managers seeking to enhance their leadership capabilities.
Team leaders aiming to foster a culture of growth and development.
Professionals aspiring to transition from traditional management to coaching leadership.
Anyone interested in mastering the art of effective communication and collaboration.

Key Benefits:
Gain practical insights and strategies to transition seamlessly from a manager to an inspiring coach.

Participate in interactive simulations and gamified activities to reinforce learning in a fun and engaging way.

Learn how to leverage coaching techniques to drive employee engagement, performance, and innovation.
Develop essential coaching skills, including active listening, powerful questioning, and goal setting.

Network with like-minded professionals and exchange ideas for leadership success.
Walk away with actionable plans to apply coaching principles in your daily interactions and elevate your leadership 
effectiveness.
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Learning Journey:

Module 1: Understanding the Importance of Coaching in Leadership Today
º Engage in a gamified challenge to explore the changing needs of people and workplaces, and the impact of 
   coaching firsthand.
Module 2: Making the Transition from Manager to Coach
º Participate in coaching role-play Olympics and practice the tools and skills to make the leap from traditional 
   management approaches to empowerment through coaching.
Module 3: The Inner Transition to Becoming a Coach
º Take the adventure of a journey inward to explore the inner dimensions of coaching and the shift in beliefs and 
   behaviors needed to arrive into spaces and conversations as an effective coach. 
Module 4: Exploring the Coaching Journey
º Embark on a simulated coaching expedition to navigate real-world coaching scenarios and challenges. 
Module 5: Using the GROW Model to Become an Awesome Coach
º Compete in the GROW model race to solve coaching challenges and master the GROW model for goal-oriented 
   coaching conversations.
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ZUHAIB SHAIKH
Senior Consultant - 
Learning Minds

Course Facilitator 
Zuhaib Shaikh is a seasoned expert in training and facilitation with a dynamic 15-year 
career encompassing diverse leadership roles and entrepreneurial ventures. His 
multifaceted skills combine storytelling, creative artistry, experiential techniques, 
and innovative methodologies to deliver impactful training and coaching programs. 

Zuhaib's transformative approach extends across leadership development, change 
management, design thinking, and coaching. He is renowned for cultivating leaders, 
driving meaningful change, and fostering innovation within organizations. His ability 
to create immersive team retreats adds depth to his profile, solidifying his position 
as a leading facilitator in the industry. 

With a passion for empowering individuals and organizations, Zuhaib is on a journey 
to inspire excellence and drive continuous growth.

REGISTRATION DETAILS
For Registration(s), send us your
Name, Designation, Organization, Mobile Number, 
& Email to: events@learningmindsgroup.com

For further Details:
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